CORRUPTION, GREED AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER
The world we live in: "Just look at us. Everything is backwards.
Everything is upside down. Doctors destroy health, lawyers destroy
justice, universities destroy knowledge, governments destroy freedom,
the major media destroy information, and religion destroys spirituality."
Michael Ellner.
The Confederacy of Evil is changing the world in such ways that if it were
successful would bring terror, death and enslavement to the people of the
world. Moreover, gentle reader, the great tragedy is that the vast majority are
wholly ignorant of it. They are ignorant of the massively conceived and
executed conspiracy to enslave them in a Global Empire whose evil nature
would make pale the horrors of the Bolshevik and Nazi empires. The
mass of people are wholly ignorant of the ancient plan, the blueprint, the
ancient agenda, which has been unfolding in the Arena of History for over
five thousand years. They are wholly ignorant of the Ancient Plan to
Transform Society, the five thousand year old Luciferian Conspiracy for
World Government often called the New World Order. Moreover, they do
not understand that this Sinister Plot to Change the World has
been orchestrated by a very few men: the leaders of the Confederacy
of Evil who are the ancient Luciferian Priesthoodwho can claim an ancient
lineage of service to Evil going far back in history, back before recorded
history began.
The aim of this ancient plan, this blueprint, is the creation of a global empire
that has been called various things by different people, but it is usually
referred to as theNew World Order. That is, the age-old conspiracy to
destroy the "Old Order" and replace it with a "New Order." They want to
destroy Western Christian Civilisation and replace it with a new
civilisation in their own image. They want to destroyNatural Moral Order
on Earth set in place by the supreme Will of God and erect on order
according to the precepts of Evil. In other words, they seek to destroy all
sovereign nations all sense of nationalism and eradicate the concepts of race,
family, private property and wipe away all freedom of movement, thought
and speech. They seek to destroy Western Christian Civilisation predicated
upon the religious impulse and Moral Order called Christianity. In short:
they want to destroy Christianity anderadicate all human liberty and
freedom from the face of the
Earth. http://www.overlordsofchaos.com/html/the_conspiracy.html See also
http://www.michaeljournal.org/articles/world-government/item/ahistory-of-the-new-world-order-part-i?/nwo1.htm

The following contains facts, information obtained from various
sources such as TV and Radio documentaries, news programmes, et
cetera which can be read on the website links mentioned. Also listed
here are future predictions of which many people believe will come
true unless we make a stand. None of us can be sure about what the
future holds but judging by events happening around the world today
and by those of the yesterdays, growing numbers of us believe that
there is a worldwide conspiracy of deception to enrich and empower
the few whilst the majority of the rest of us are doomed. For example,
the Multinational companies have a monopoly on the world, are more
powerful than ever and are gaining more power daily. We can see
social order breakdown: more and more people are losing their jobs,
the gap between rich and poor is wider than ever, poverty is raging,
more people are addicted to drink and drugs, crime is out of control,
families are divided, increasing numbers of children are uneducated,
porn and prostitution are rampant, nations are spiritually and morally
bankrupt and institutions/organisations worldwide reek of a corrupt
stench. Racism is endemic. In debt-ridden countries, people are
ruled by an iron-fisted dictatorship that allows no complaints. There is
massive degradation, unrest and uprisings on a scale never seen
before. Malnutrition, Aids and other disease have reached epidemic
proportions. In my opinion the writing is on the wall. Of course some
[those who are in on the plan] will deny that historical events: wars,
uprisings, gang warfare et cetera were created and stage managed,
and that what is going on around us now is a highly-artificial creation,
which can be traced back to and pinned on the calculated, callous and
deliberate actions of the obscenely wealthy few. The dirty, verminous
creatures would have us believe that events and movements are
spontaneous. However, we have to be suspicious when the priorities
for the future of mankind are being considered by those who have real
influence over that future, in total secret.
Alarming reports into horrific child abuse affecting hundreds of
children in North Wales children’s homes [and other ‘homes’
throughout the country] spanning twenty years reveals an organised
paedophile ring and scandalous efforts of concealment from the
highest bodies of society. Social services, councils, police and
government are all guilty. Many fear that the practice will never be
eradicated. The problem is that child abuse is not tackled where it is
really organised – at the very peak of the political, judicial, military and
business establishment. So only the small fry are named whilst the

big names stay secret and the mega guilty walk free. The social
worker who first blew the whistle was sacked in 1987 for “causing a
breakdown in colleague relationships.” In other words, she rocked
the boat and told the truth. She bombarded the PM and her MP for
years demanding action. She says that the evil is still going on
resulting in more misery and death and countless ruined lives. If there
were more people around as determined as she, more of the walls of
suppression would have fallen by now. Our lives end the day we
become silent about things that matter. Even if you are in a minority
of one, the truth is still the truth. Organised paedophilia is happening
on a global scale that staggers the imagination.
NATO forces face a losing battle trying to keep peace between ethnic
groups in and around Kosovo. Russia is guilty of appalling war crimes
in Chechnya against innocent civilians that break all human rights
conventions, yet Robin Cook of the Foreign Office embraced Putin as
a man Britain can do business with. The war on Afghanistan was to
enable the UK/USA to run an oil pipeline across Afghanistan. Blair
sent in thirty five million pounds of missiles into Afghanistan in one
night. He has spent over one hundred million pounds so far. Bush
spent billions of dollars on the ‘war’ in Afghanistan. Money spent on
wars is money stolen from the mouths of babies and children and also
from public services. Panorama exposed Britain’s dirty war in
Northern Ireland. Britain helped known terrorists assassinate enemies
of the State. The British Intelligence services colluded with Loyalist
death squads in Northern Ireland. Innocent Catholics were shot
dead. Innocent Iraqis [mainly women and children] are sick and dying
because of the West’s sanctions against Iraq. John Pilger invited
Madeleine Albright and Robin Cook to explain themselves in his
moving TV documentary on Iraq but the cowardly hypocrites
declined. The only security they have in mind is their own. Some
moral crusade! The US and UK also stepped in to ensure
that Saddam Hussein didn’t lose power when he was seriously
challenged, by selling him weapons of mass destruction. They then
attacked Iraq as part of their post September 11th ‘War on Terrorism’
against countries who are an ‘axis of evil’ because of Iraq’s amassed
weapons of mass destruction! Then it turned out that there were no
weapons of mass destruction after all. In another documentary and
booklet ‘Breaking the silence. Truth and Lies in the war on terror’,
John Pilger exposes the real war criminals Bush and Blair and states
that they are being exposed as never before. He concludes that there
are 2 superpowers – the American regime and public opinion stirring

all over the world.
They decide to go to war willy nilly, as if it was a pretty everyday thing
to do; no big deal. Well, it is – to them. They wouldn’t be so blasé if
they were the ones risking their necks and those of their families. The
soldiers who die in wars are drawn from countries’ under classes.
Soldiers [brave young men] are sent off to war to be slaughtered.
Henry Kissinger said after Vietnam, "military men are just stupid
animals to be used as pawns in foreign policy." Come on ladies, don’t
let your sons and partners fight in any more filthy wars. Give those
ruling robbers, thieves and liars a bloody nose instead.
It is evident that governments are funding, training and protecting
terrorist networks worldwide. This is to further the conspirators’
agenda. It is all social engineering and brainwashing; that is
experimentation on the people. It is a social phenomena. Gang wars
are there to induce insecurity – people feel frightened – it shows our
police/justice system is not in charge and cannot control ‘terrorism’. It
shows that social order is collapsing. Wars are engineered to terrify,
demoralise and confuse the people and destabilise countries. We
are being fed psychological shocks and stress so that we will docilely
follow others without rebelling. This is known as the ‘problemreaction-solution’ scenario. A problem is covertly created by those in
control. They find someone to blame. They use the Media to
stimulate public opinion in relation to the created problem, so that the
public cry out “something must be done” at which point the public will
accept anything…. as long as something is done. The men in their
secret societies get exactly the public reaction intended. They then, in
the public arena, offer the solution to the problem that THEY created
and get the solution that they wanted all along. They seek to
manipulate the masses to fight among themselves while they pull the
strings of all ‘sides’ to a common end agenda.
For example the last thing wanted in Bosnia was an effective UN
peacekeeping operation. If it was effective it could be effective in
Rwanda and Somalia. If it was effective there would be no problem to
solve. So as a result of the UN peacekeeping operation NOT working,
there continued to be a problem. It was DESIGNED not to work. The
more horrific pictures that came out of Bosnia, the louder came the cry
of “something must be done.” The solution put forward was, and is,
effectively a WORLD ARMY…. the sixty thousand man force…. the
biggest multinational force assembled since WW2. The agenda being

the creation of a world army.
The conspiracy involves the depopulation of large cities according to
the trial-run carried out by the Pol Pot regime in Cambodia. That was
evil of epidemic levels. Note that Pol Pot’s genocidal plans were
drawn up in the USA by one of the Secret Societies the Club of
Rome’s research foundations. Also note that the Committee of 300
[the ultimate secret society] is presently seeking to reinstate the Pol
Pot butchers in Cambodia. They are manipulating us in order to make
us easier to control; that is to go along with their plans to make slaves
of us. They must be under the influence of some thoroughly evil
entity.
Let the Committee of 300 tell us the truth about the Bin laden led
attacks on the USA in September 2001. If Al Quida are such a known
threat and they are so huge and so organised and so powerful as to
be responsible for the carnage inflicted on September 11th, why did
we not know about them beforehand? Are the West’s intelligence
agencies so useless that such an attack couldn’t be prevented? Why
is this when billions are spent on them? The truth is there was no
failure of US Intelligence since their job is to spy on US. Four
commercial airliners had to be simultaneously hi-jacked in American
air space via American airports and flown into highly specific targets
within 45 minutes of each other. How is this possible? Because it
was an inside job, orchestrated by forces within the US and planned
by the highest levels of US ‘Intelligence’ in co-ordination with other
strands of the Illuminati spider’s web worldwide. Lawyer Stanley
Hilton, who was Senator Bob Dole’s former Chief of Staff, now
representing hundreds of the victims’ families of 9/11 who are suing
Bush for his involvement, states: “Bush and his puppets Rice and
Cheney and Rumsfeld and so forth were involved, not only in aiding
and abetting and allowing 9/11 to happen, but in actually ordering it to
happen.” He says that 9/11 was in the planning at least 35 years, that
Al Quida is a creation of the Bush administration and that Bush and
Co had dress-rehearsed the attack many times. Fast as the world
was being moved towards global centralised fascism, it was still not
fast enough to match the timescale demanded by Illuminati agenda.
And the opposition to their globalisation plans and their assaults on
freedom was gathering daily. It was clear something of enormous
magnitude was being orchestrated that would so devastate the
collective human mind with fear, horror and insecurity that “solutions”
could be offered that would advance the agenda in a colossal leap

almost overnight. [Stanley Hilton said that when he was at university
{with Wolfowitz, Rumsfeld & co} he wrote his thesis on how the
government could use terrorist attacks to set up martial law.] Did Blair
know about the plan? Of course he did. But even he and Bush are
only pawns in a game controlled by far greater powers and they are
expendable as anyone once they have served their purpose.
For the vast majority of us who seek peace, not conflict, freedom-forall, not dictatorship-by-the-few, let us decide what we can do to stop
the lunatics from taking over their asylum. Complaining is no good.
Running is not an option because soon there will be nowhere to run.
The solution is to LOSE FEAR and challenge the arrogant criminal
dictators. Courageous Stanley Hilton is doing just that and although
the Bush mafia are, of course, now using Nazi/Stalanist-type FBI
harassment against him, he refuses to be silenced. People must rise
above fear, rage and the need for revenge. How we all react as
individuals to anything determines whether we further our
enslavement or move ourselves beyond manipulation. To do the
latter requires spiritual wisdom and/or humour. See 9/11 Missing
Links. Also listen to Bill Cooper's 8 hour broadcast on 9/11 here
Who caused the 7/7/05 London bombings? Read this. Please note
many groups are calling for a public enquiry into the events of 7/7.
The Government are refusing, stating it would be a waste of time and
effort that will be distracting. The response to this from The July 7th
Truth Campaign during an interview is: "On this point we are in
agreement with the government for, in the eyes of the July 7th
Truth Campaign, a public inquiry would be a waste of time, but not
for the reasons that the government specify. Precisely one month
before the events of 7/7, a new piece of legislation came into force,
known as the Inquiries Act 2005. The Inquiries Act 2005 was, in part,
brought about in response to the call for a full and Independent
Public Inquiry into the brutal murder of Pat Finucane. He was shot
dead by two masked men on 12 February 1989 in front of his wife
and his three children at their home in Belfast, Northern Ireland. He
was shot 14 times, including at close range. In the aftermath of his
killing, evidence emerged that police and military intelligence
agents had colluded with Loyalist paramilitaries in his murder. There
were also allegations of an official cover-up of such collusion. As a
result of the Inquiries Act 2005, Mr Finucane's widow wrote to the
judiciary calling on them to boycott any inquiry held under the

terms of the act into her husband's death.
Congressman Chris Smith named the Parliamentary bill that
preceded that act "the Public Inquiries cover-up bill" and the act
that was passed effectively renders ultimate control of all public
inquiries to the executive, meaning that any inquiry held under its
terms would result in the government investigating itself and
determining which aspects of 7/7 are investigated and reported, or
if they are investigated at all. The Inquiries Act also prevents
investigation of the security services and grants the government the
right to shut down any or all avenues of inquiry at their
discretion. As any reasonable person will understand, this is a less
than desirable position and will not produce anything that vaguely
resembles a truly Independent Public Inquiry. What is interesting to
note is that, of all the diverse groups calling for a public inquiry,
only the July 7th Truth Campaign has raised the issue of the
Inquiries Act 2005 as being a major obstacle to obtaining an
independent inquiry.
For the record, Amnesty International has called for the boycott of
inquiries proposed under the terms of the Inquiries Act 2005 and, to
date, no judges have been found that will agree to participate in an
inquiry into the killing of Patrick Finucane. J7's position is that if the
Inquiries Act is not fit for the purpose of investigating state collusion
in the killing of one man almost 20 years ago, then it is certainly not
fit for the purpose of investigating the killing of 56 people on 7th
July 2005. Consequently, the July 7th Truth Campaign's calls for a
public inquiry specifically state that any inquiry into the events of
7/7 must be a public inquiry and that it must be conducted outside
of the terms of the Inquiries Act 2005 and, further, that this piece of
legislation needs to be repealed."
Who was really responsible for the Bali bombing? We are asked to
believe that an unlikely bunch of poor and ill-informed Muslim
‘terrorist’ villagers from central Java were responsible for the
devastating nuclear blast that killed 200 people at Kuta beach on
12/10/02 and managed to ‘vanish’ them without trace. A huge crater
resulted but the media simply refrained from showing it on TV or in
newspapers. The Indonesian police cited one formulation for the
bomb and the Australian police cited an entirely different formulation
for the bomb, neither of which matched the ingredients written down in
the ‘culprit’ suspect bomber Amrozi’s confession. Investigative teams

and experts claimed that the bombers [who are alleged to have links
with the mythical terrorists ‘al Qaeda’] had “amazing chemical skills”
but anyone who could transmute potassium chlorate detergent into a
plutonium nuclear weapon of the kind responsible for the fireball of
hell at Kuta Beach would instantly win the Nobel Prizes for chemistry
and physics. The truth is the Bali bombing was just another atrocity
engineered by the murderous illuminati to increase religious and
ethnic division and conjure up Australian public support for the oil
crusade in the Middle East. We are asked to believe that terrorist
networks pose a severe threat to us the ‘ordinary’ citizens of the socalled ‘free-world’. If these terrorists are so clever and so successful
then why haven’t they swiftly blasted away the very seats of power –
the Western governments and the filthy rich folk [including the Royals]
right off the face of the earth? Proof that terrorism is funded and
controlled by the ruling elite.
Britain suffered Foot and Mouth. As a result, farmers and other
connected businesses are suffering hardship; many are suicidal….
There is much evidence to suggest that the government can be
blamed for the rapid spread of the disease and the widespread
destruction and poverty caused. It has been astonishingly
incompetent. Everything it has done has seemed designed, not to
bring the disease rapidly to an end but to kill as many animals as
possible and so inflict maximum damage on Britain’s small livestock
farmers and drive as many farmers out of business as possible and to
blame them as the real cause of the problem. No one has been more
recklessly irresponsible about ‘bio-security’ than the Government’s
own officials and employees. Vaccination was forced off the agenda,
accompanied by a massive disinformation campaign in which almost
every point they made to discredit it either had no scientific basis or
was simply a lie. The truth is there was never any intention that the
crisis should be solved in the way the genuine scientific experts were
recommending. The truth is the so-called break out of F & M was
wholly contrived and stage-managed by the UK government. The
agenda behind this being to destroy the British agriculture power base
and bankrupt farmers, in order that a Pan-European agricultural cooperative can be formed, when the big combines will then buy up the
land. This is to enable the mass intro of generally modified crops, by
giant international corporations like Monsanto. Footpaths, fields and
fells were shut to walkers, bikers and riders. Archaeologists downed
tools on excavation sites, school field trips were axed. F & M placed
the countryside out of bounds to all…. er, except those involved in

Genetically Modified crop trials. Foot and Mouth is as serious to
animals as a bad cold is to humans. Affected animals almost always
recover, within a week or two. And the meat is fit to eat. For much of
the 19th century F&M was endemic across the UK but it did not
destroy farming. Cattle became ill…. and then they recovered. The
truth is that an independent farming base is seen as a direct threat
to their evil goal of creating our total dependence upon them. There
was never any virus to battle and never any point in vaccinating; to do
so would have been like rearranging deckchairs on the Titanic. The
only entities out of control and rampaging across the countryside were
the assorted puppet bureaucracies, frenziedly carrying out the wishes
of their warped superiors. When the last glows of the burnt carcasses
died away, ministers should’ve built one more pyre, for MAFF itself
and its closest ally the National Farmers Union. Panorama exposed
the scandal of farming subsidies benefiting wealthy land owners
[including the Queen], even though their land was not used for
farming, whilst hard working farmers struggling to make a living did
not receive one penny in subsidy.
The government want to privatise everything. This will mean
taxpayers giving away their money for the purpose of fat cat
profiteering. Whilst the few get filthy rich, the rest of us will have to
put up with poor and unsafe services and widespread poverty.
Privatisation is a social sin. Why does it cost one hundred and twenty
thousand pounds per annum to house one child in a young offender’s
institution? Billions are lost in Corporate and Accountancy fraud, but
how many directors go to jail? The government and big business
cronies are the manipulators of stock market crashes and the
pensions scandal. There is a monopoly on everything, which means
unfair trade and price hikes. The so-called ‘developing’ countries
haven’t a hope in hell of developing and pulling themselves out of
poverty. The people there suffer intolerably solely due to the
corrupting greed of Western moneymen. Famine is but a tiny part of
the problem. Responsibility lies with the secret and evil organisations:
The World Bank, The International Monetary Fund [IMF] and the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade [GATT.] The WB lends
cash to countries for mega construction projects, which are
irrelevant/disastrous for local people. This benefits the Multinationals
because their policies force people off their land, destroying their
self-sufficient lifestyle. [The aim of the hierarchy of conspirators is
to take control of the world’s natural resources. They will end all
industrialisation, destroy every country’s national identity, cause total

collapse of the world’s economies and total political chaos. Thus
making the world’s masses totally dependent on the world economic
system. They will attack the soul of every nation.] The IMF
intervenes when poor countries get into thieving bankers engineered
financial hardship. This encourages and bribes ‘third world’ politicians
[the scumbag dictators who are approved of and are placed and kept
in government by the thieving, greedy evil men who are members of
the Committee of 300] to relinquish self-serving sufficiency in food and
accept multinational food. In a nutshell poor countries export luxury
cash crops and other natural resources to rich nations at rock bottom
prices and then buy back [at inflated prices] the luxury products that
the wealthy industrialised countries made with those natural
resources. The luxury goods only go to the tiny, corrupt, clique whilst
the multi millions starve since the food growing land is occupied
by our Multinationals. When the poor countries inevitably get into
debt and cannot repay their loans, the IMF restructure repayments or
offer MORE loans to pay the interest on previous loans. In the
doing subsidies for: food, health, education…. are cut. And the World
Trade Organisation [WTO] call that free and fair trade! That is their
idea of democracy and their idea of a free world! If countries try to
avoid this type of trading, the WTO can impose sanctions on them to
force them into line. ‘Free Trade’ is the freedom of the strong to
exploit the weak.
There is scandal surrounding the AIDS hype. The WB and IMF are
granting loans to heavily indebted poor countries only if they agree to
spend a considerable proportion of it on combating AIDS. The truth is
AIDS drugs are HIGHLY TOXIC, they do not save lives; they kill. The
nightmare of AIDS has nothing to do with any viral pandemic; the
nightmare is diabolical lies and disinformation sweeping the globe via
a Western-led media campaign. The truth is that it is pre-existing
illnesses such as typhoid, cholera, malaria, MALNUTRITION, DIRTY
WATER et cetera [the majority of which could be treated relatively
easily and cheaply, but which are not] that account for so much of the
‘so-called’ AIDS death statistics. And of course, war. When people
have the basics of life – clean water, good food and simple medicine
for simple diseases – they LIVE AND THRIVE. Who benefits? Fat
cat pharmaceutical giants and the illuminati N W O agenda.
Brazil is the second biggest exporter of food but one third of its people
live below the poverty line. Seven million abandoned kids beg, steal
and sniff glue on the streets. Child slavery is ripe in Africa. Police

look the other way. Multinationals profiteer on the backs of child
slaves in the ‘third world’. They, the banks and the British Crown steal
the natural resources of other countries leaving the world’s masses in
dire destitution and distress. Comrades, don’t be fooled by their talk
of compassionate ‘overseas aid’ and for God’s sake don’t donate to
any of their appeals. Keep your money for the purpose of fighting for
the exposure of all Secret Societies and the bringing to justice of all
perpetrators of evil. Every year vastly more wealth is transferred from
poor countries to rich ones than the other way. The ‘aid’ goes to bribe
politicians to build the infrastructures needed by the Multinationals or
to subsidise industries in rich countries. It is stunning fraud of gigantic
proportions. And then they have the gall to expect gratitude off the
‘third world’ slaves for giving them jobs!!! There is no need for horrific
suffering in Africa, Asia and Latin America. It is not the result of
‘natural disasters’, which the malevolent liars would like us to believe
but of coldly calculated design of which the gutter media bosses are
happy to be a part of. Just think of all that when you hear of our world
leaders gathering for one of their world summits. They must be in
contact with a force of pure evil. May they all get their just deserts
soon.
These same secret ruling bodies control the world market in hard
drugs without which the world’s economy would collapse. Dictators of
‘rogue’ countries export Cocaine to Europe to buy weapons of war.
The UK is the major European supplier of arms. The importation of
drugs is protected by our government, as are the weapons
manufacturers. The drug trade is a crime against humanity. The
alleged ‘war’ on drugs is a farce. Are we to believe that with all the
modern and vastly improved surveillance-techniques, including
satellite-reconnaissance, available to law-enforcement agencies that
this vile trade cannot be pinpointed and stopped? How is it that lawenforcement agencies cannot go in and destroy the refining
laboratories, once located? If this IS the case, and we still cannot
interdict the heroin-trade, then our anti-narcotics services ought to be
known as “The Geriatrics” and not drug-enforcement agencies. My
guess is that local people do complain about such labs and are swiftly
silenced.
Multinational drug companies make gargantuan profits while the
‘sheep’ further allow themselves to be dumbed down and
brainwashed. Hoffman La Roche are the manufacturers of Valium.
Valium is used in huge quantities in Europe and USA and is the most

used addictive drug in the world. The cost of raw materials is three
dollars per kilo. To the customer, Valium costs fifty thousand
dollars per kilo. Hoffman La Roche produce Vitamin C for one cent
a kilo. They sell it at a profit of ten thousand percent. Come on
people, don’t buy Vitamin tablets and other ‘tonic’ medicines. You
don’t need them. Get off the mind-numbing tranquillisers too and ALL
drugs. Let’s give La Roche and all the other criminal company
directors a bloody nose. All anti-depressants do is make you more
depressed. They all carry dire side affects and all are addictive. Antidepressants don’t solve the problem of injustice or poverty; they just
cause more problems. They can cause takers to self-harm or become
suicidal or even to commit terrible crimes, such as murder. Many
people who take pills such as Seroxat say that they suffer nightmares
where they are being told to commit suicide or murder. I believe that
that is the devil wielding his evil influence. Both Satan and God are
able to talk to us in our dreams.
The Multinational [illuminati] vultures [who are subsidised by their
governments] benefit from a system called ‘Free’ trade. Free only for
them though since they have the freedom to move production from
high wage industrialised countries to the sweatshops of the ‘third
world’, where there is an abundance of slave labour. They savagely
exploit the native population. In the doing they create dependency on
a system which only the few control. This gives them the freedom to
create anger, despair and division - the perfect combination for
manipulation. If the filthy rich men at the top of the secret societies
can keep the multi millions in so-called ‘developing’ countries in pitiful
poverty, they can do it to us too.
Our sordid secret rulers are responsible for the suppression of all
scientific development except for those deemed beneficial by the
corrupt Committee 300. Especially targeted is nuclear energy. There
has been a well-organised campaign by the oil cartels to discredit and
destroy nuclear power as a credible alternative to oil. They do not
want natural energy development or any scientific research into it
because it is an answer to the poverty problem.
The dirty drug business is the largest single enterprise in the world. It,
like terrorism, cannot be stamped out. Switzerland is sinking under
the weight of the dirty multi-billion dollar money laundering. If you do
have the bottle to whistle blow on such nefarious activities you can get
locked up for five years! It’s safer to pretend it is a nice clean country

rather than look under the covers or inside its garbage-can banks. If
any country did have the gall to try and stop production of Opium
[which is controlled by the Chinese military] serious war would erupt.
The British know this; they have no quarrel with China. Remember
when the Chinese President visited? He was given the ‘Red
Carpet Treatment’ by Buckingham Palace and was transported in
style, with our Queen, in her Guilded Royal Horse-drawn Coach
and Rolls Royce Limousine, with very lavish arrangements made
to impress and entertain him. Whilst at the same time the British
police forcefully-restrained anyone from demonstrating against
China’s human rights record, so as not to upset him. The only
squabble they might have would be who gets the larger share of the
pie. Britain has been involved in the China opium-trade for over two
centuries. No one is foolish enough to rock the boat when multi
millions flow into the bank accounts of the UK’s highest, most powerful
and wealthiest families especially the British Royal family and more
gold is traded on the Hong Kong gold-market than the combined total
traded in London and New York. Our despicable Royals and the
British aristocracy run the dastardly drug industry. The drug-business
is not a Mafia-operation, nor one run by the Columbian cocainecartels. The noble families of Britain and America’s top people are not
going to advertise their role in the shop windows; they always have a
layer of front men to do the dirty work, for which they are handsomely
rewarded. Decent determined leaders might be able to cut off
tentacles of the sordid trade here and there but they’ll never cut off the
head. The crowned cobras and hangers on will not tolerate it. Look
at the Royal family in all their glamour and splendour and realise that
underneath is a deep layer of filth and dirt that is the drug trade. Our
Queen bestows honours on the managing directors of British
companies such as UK banks for their part in drug money laundering.
Those who support the global planners and enrich her Maj’s coffers
even further are rewarded with knighthoods and the like. What was it
that Diana used to call her in-laws? The Reptiles? That sounds like a
fairly accurate description to me!
Paul McCartney is now a ‘Sir’ and Mick Jagger has been knighted.
Could this be because of their role in the promotion of drugs? Part of
the plan of the conspirators is the advertising and selling of brain
numbing things such as rock/pop music and drug [cannabis] taking.
The last thing they want is an alert and intelligent population to put a
spanner in the works. Anyone who makes it big, such as The
Beatles, does so with the full approval and backing of the Committee.

But the same rulers will also very swiftly bring down any celebrity who
then poses a threat to the N.W.O plans. Bands are perfect for
popularising ‘social drugs’. They are groomed by the secret societies
to spread the message to youngsters that it is cool to take ‘socially
acceptable drugs’ because ‘everyone’s doing it’. Drugs are handed
out free of charge at rock concerts which begs the question: What is
the Drug Enforcement Agency doing? Look what happened to John
Lennon though just because he stopped playing the game and instead
preached to his millions of fans the power of love and peace and also
because he spoke openly about society being run by insane people
for insane objectives and that he was liable to be put away as insane
for expressing such things. He was murdered – by the very same
secret Committee, of course. People of significance are murdered or
discredited and jailed by the Committee if they pose a threat to the
Plan whether knowingly or not. Look at the fate of pop icon Michael
Jackson, the greatest humanitarian and the most influential and
popular person of our time. [See: Public lynching of Michael
Jackson here.] Look what happened to John F Kennedy. He
couldn’t be bought. Instead he tried to expose the sinister Secret
Society network and he tried to eliminate US debt by his efforts to
abolish the Federal Reserve. His reward for true patriotism?
Assassination. In his case the deed was carried out with great
attendant publicity as a warning to world-leaders not to get out of line.
Only weak men can be bought.
Let’s see the Royal parasites donating to famine relief funds. Let’s
see them giving away ALL of their unimaginable riches [which they
stole from us] to help some starving Ethiopian child who sucks heartwrenchingly at its dead mother’s breast. Take the Queen and
her smug son Charles to the African heartlands and let them stand
amongst the dead and dying emaciated millions. Let the Royal people
explain their conduct to those people. Let the Royals, together with
their government ministers and big business buddies stand amongst
the millions in Africa and also in India who are suffering and dying of
‘aids’. Let the Royal family and their gold loving mates explain to the
sick and dying that they enjoy riches, security and privilege at their
expense. Then let them return to live off social security benefit in a
vermin infested council flat in the East End slums.
In the local paper [Pioneer] was a piece about how the Chief
Executive of Sainsburys Sir Peter Davis had graced us with his
presence. He’d visited Llandudno’s Imperial Hotel and together with

one hundred and forty of his business buddies had raised the grand
total of one thousand smackers for charity. That’s around seven quid
each!!! ‘Sir’ Peter was proud of himself for raising the dosh for a
respite centre for children. That grand would’ve been better spent
contributing to the building of a new prison to house Sir Peter and his
parasite pals. Sir Peter proudly informs us that his father made his
fortune as a cotton merchant. The cotton trade is tied to the dirty
drugs trade too – opium. SLAVES worked on the cotton-plantations of
the Southern States of the USA. The cotton from the plantations was
worked in the SLAVE-MILLS of England where WOMEN AND
CHILDREN earned a PITTANCE for a 16 Hour day’s work. Their
husbands and sons fought wars to preserve Her Majesty’s golden
chest, in the bloody Boer War. Cotton-cloth goods were exported to
India in return for Opium.
The N W O plan is to weaken the moral fibre of the nation and to
demoralise workers in the labour-class by creating mass
unemployment. [Look at the numerous job losses now; businesses
such as call centres are shifting all the time to overseas lands such as
India where there is an abundance of cheap labour.] As jobs dwindle
due to the post-industrial zero-growth policies introduced by the secret
societies, demoralised and discouraged workers will resort to alcohol
and drugs. The teeming millions of poor take drugs to escape their
life of misery. The youth will be encouraged [through rock-music and
drugs] to rebel against the status quo, thus undermining and
eventually destroying the family unit.
Eventually drugs will be legalised as well as pornography. They want
us all to engage in mindless sex and become hooked on the deadly
weed so’s not to notice what’s going on around us. Notice the
debates lately on the ‘drugs problem’. They’re trying to soften us up
into accepting the thoroughly ugly things. The Cutting Edge site
describes such debates as an act for the public. The door is opened
ajar and then it is gradually opened wider until you can kick the thing
wide open. This happens when the public have finally been
brainwashed into accepting what it is the Committee have already
decided will be. They are putting a gloss on drugs for heavens
sakes; they’re trying to tell us that there are ‘medicinal’ benefits and
that legalisation would benefit society because the authorities would
be able to regulate the trade and take back control from the black
market. Hells bells! Whatever happened to good old law and order?
Drugs are bad for us. Say no to them. Say NO to legalisation. NO

NO NO.
Years ago kids in school learned to read and therefore understand
and so could not be led like sheep, but in the last thirty years or so the
‘education’ system has been dumbed down. Nowadays many
students cannot read/write or do maths properly. Most kids at school
nowadays just want pleasure and so are led easily to the New World
Order slaughter. Schools do not teach morality. They have
abandoned the one true God teachings. Nowadays it is
acceptable/desirable for kids to pursue physical pleasure and material
desire. They are encouraged to be envious and greedy and to believe
that violence is the solution to problems. Kids [and adults] are
suffering mental and emotional rape. [The Plan is to keep us in order
and for us to kill each other.] The education system is there to
indoctrinate youngsters, the same with the media and advertising.
There is constant barrage of sex, violence and wars. Kids [and adults]
are given what they desire – in excess – and deprived of what they
really need. The education policies are designed to turn out clones of
the system and world government supporters, although the
overwhelming majority of people in the teaching profession will not
realise this. History, science, R.E, English literature, social studies
and law is rewritten and distorted. Universities are closing, especially
in the Maths and Science faculties. Schools encourage infant/junior
school kiddies to pack a shoebox full of goodies for some poor little
mite thousands of miles away. Teachers should teach their pupils
WHY those children are so poor and WHO benefits from their sacrifice
and suffering. And the men dripping in gold in their secret societies
have got the diabolical nerve to discourage our children from packing
toy guns on account of the fact that it would be politically incorrect.
They pretend to be concerned that the dying little African child will be
upset by the weapon as it’ll be a reminder of why and how he/she
became an orphan, why his/her land is barren and why there is a
gigantic Tesco superstore on his/her ‘doorstep’.
Schools/governments exaggerate environmental issues such as acid
rain, ozone depletion, endangered species, destruction of rain forests,
global warming et cetera so that they can manipulate us into
accepting a one world totalitarian government. Environmental groups
[Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth et cetera] are also tools of the
ruling elite. How else would they be so big and vociferous? They are
used to promote the New World Order, mostly [although not in every
case] without their knowledge, when it suits their interests and they

are undermined when it doesn’t. The destruction of rainforests has
been done with loans from the World Bank. They cause the problem
then offer a solution. The environmental destruction justifies their
world control because of the need to ‘save the planet’. We find that
some of the largest companies, allegedly ‘polluting’ the Earth are the
largest contributors of funds to the environmentalist movement.
Prince Philip is one of them, yet his son, Charles, owns a million acres
of forested land in Wales from which timber is regularly harvested
and, in addition, Prince Charles is one of the largest owners of slum
housing in London, where pollution thrives. [Of course as is always
the case the general mass of ‘ordinary’ workers and supporters of
environmental groups and organisations such as overseas ‘aid’
groups, charity volunteers et cetera genuinely care about the
sufferings of people and planet and have no idea of the deceit within
the higher levels. They must wake up and look at what they
inadvertently promote. There is one heck of a confidence trick going
on.]
Another part of the ‘plan’ is to erect a way to assert almost continuous
control over us. They want to assert social and political control and
will have up-to-date files on us, containing the most personal details re
health, personal behaviour…. They just want to be able to keep a
beady eye on the rebels. Notice the recent ‘debating’ and phone ins
about the proposed identity cards. We are fast becoming a microchipped people. The people who know of the plan are threatened and
remain silent. The media co-operate with the agenda. Without it the
plan wouldn’t materialise.
We are well on the way to having a police state. Peaceful protests are
essential for the security of individual rights. Protesters make our
world a better place to live in. But our heroes are being subjected to
the most appalling inhumane and unjust treatment. Agents of the
State infiltrate large groups and stir up trouble. The Police commit
acts of violence to justify a crackdown. In a G8 summit, police planted
explosives amongst SLEEPING anti-globalisation protesters. Police
shot tear gas canisters directly at protesters’ faces. They used socalled rubber bullets. These are hard plastic. People lost part of their
jaws or a mouthful of teeth as a result. Other protesters were beaten
unconscious by police, deprived of sleep, sexually harassed and
denied prompt medical treatment. Some protesters are put in prison
and tortured. One victim was brutalised simply because he used his
legal right not to give his name. Lawyers came to represent the

protesters. The police called them liars. People get arrested on
misdemeanours, such as refusal to disperse. They get arrested when
they hold up their hands in the air and scream that they are peacefully
protesting. The government defended the police in the face of
widespread criticism and the use of “excessive force.” Seventy-seven
officers were under investigation, including the policeman who shot
dead a protester, but no one has lost their job. The truth is the
‘anarchists’ are agent provocateurs who orchestrate violence to divert
attention from the horrific consequences of globalisation. Police
officers obey the orders of their utterly corrupt puppet masters and
they happily collect their pay checks seemingly oblivious to the
part they play in the damage caused to humankind and the
planet. Don’t Police Officers realise that their own children will
eventually be bitten by the very beast they are nurturing? The
'useful idiots' will be in for a big surprise when they realize the noose
they helped to tie will be placed around their own necks. People can’t
perceive reality. The Bible says: “The people have eyes, yet they
can’t see, they have ears, yet they can’t hear.” People in public
service will sell out their mother for a paycheck, then attend church
service on a Sunday. Further evidence of Police State Britain is in
Blunkett’s plan for a ‘National Police Unit’ to fight ‘organised crime’
and ‘international terrorism’. Its powers will include phone tapping.
“The sophisticated exercise of control utilises the ability to keep
people oppressed yet contented. Much better to make them think it
was their idea to go to the gallows.”
You can’t control billions of people with tanks in the streets and
soldiers at the door. You do it by making the mass population believe
that what you want to do is a good idea or the only option. For
example if you want to introduce cameras in the streets, an armed
and more authoritarian police force, and the erosion of personal
freedoms, you don’t want the public to oppose these policies, you
want them to demand them. You create a problem, then offer a
solution. Our thinking has become polluted. Our will to resist events
not to our liking has been steadily eroded and undermined. We are
being programmed by propaganda to behave like sheep. The men in
power know that the simplest method of gaining control of the public is
to keep us undisciplined and ignorant of basic systems principles and
confused, disorganised and distracted with trivia. The Plan is to keep
us busy, with no time to think, back on the farm with the other

animals.
Without the conspiracy theory of history, the economic upheavals,
major and minor wars, mindless violence, withering of spiritual values
and worship of materialism, would mean that we live in an absurd
world rapidly going mad for no seeming reason. On the contrary, we
are governed, our minds are moulded, our tastes formed, our ideas
suggested, largely by men we have never heard of. It remains a fact
that in almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the sphere of
politics or business, our social-conduct or our ethical thinking, we are
dominated by a relatively small number of persons. Some of these
are the most brilliant intellects. The problem is, they head a pyramid
of negative power, an astonishing web of interconnected
organisations and secret societies. It has to be said that the majority
of members/employees of these organisations do not know what
they’re involved in and do not realise what they are supporting. The
public perception is that top politicians control events. The Media
goes along with this, which means that the echelons ABOVE the
Heads of State who actually pull their strings, never get researched
and investigated because they are invisible. Men need their secret
societies because their deeds are evil and must be hidden. Evil
cannot stand in the light of truth. We must stop these men before they
can accomplish their goal of making us prisoners of the New Dark
Age. They are the disciples of the devil. If we fail, I believe the
overwhelming majority of us [especially women] can look forward to a
life of hell. The N W O is gaining pace at an alarming rate. It is
sneaking up on us like a thief in the night.
All polititians world wide openly speak of a New World Order and
more centralisation. The predictions for movement towards this global
fascism and its implications now follow. Before you start bleating that
such horror can never happen, think about the way millions upon
millions of people live now in the world’s South. Look at their war torn
countries and the tents, shacks, piles of rubble that they call home.
They do not have clean or running water, and look at what they get to
eat - sacks of grain if they’re lucky. And we’re supposed to be full of
admiration for our governments and their ‘humanity’ missions
whilst they live lives of luxurious splendour. Take a peek at the
working conditions in a multinational hellhole. Ask yourself why there
are guards on the doors of such places and why television crews are
given short shrift and told to get lost. Ask yourself why the workers
are too terrified to talk to journalists. Ask yourself why Bilderberg

meetings and the like are so secret and heavily guarded by armed
police. Ask yourself why there are no decent documentaries and
satirical programmes on TV these days and why we are bombarded
with soaps, films, repeats, big brother and other rubbish instead.
Slavery was abolished in the USA only a hundred odd years ago. In
the poor countries the masses either exist as slaves or in slave-like
conditions. This is especially so for women and children.
Can’t happen to you? Why not? Countries in the global south have
crippling policies inflicted on them by the IMF, which are enforced by
the system fodder, the military and police. Reforms imposed involve
the following elements:
1. Reducing government expenditure by making public-sector
redundancies, freezing salaries, and making cuts in health, education
and social welfare services.
2. The privatisation of state-run industries, leading to massive lay-offs
with no social security provision and the loss of inefficient services to
remote or poor areas.
3. Currency devaluation and export promotion, leading to the soaring
cost of imports, land use changed for cash crops, and reliance on
international commodity markets.
4. Raising interest rates to tackle inflation, putting small companies
out of business.
5. Removal of price controls, leading to rapid price rises for basic
goods and services.
Still can’t happen to you? Oh yes it can. Just watch the pattern of
events unfold. Read on. This is the plan.
A one-unit monetary-system under a small number of permanent nonelected filthy rich men. Population will be limited by restrictions on the
number of children per family, diseases, wars, famines, until one
billion people who are useful to the ruling class remain as the total
world population.
There will be no middle-class, only rulers and servants. All laws will
be uniform backed up by a One World Government police force and a
One World unified-military to enforce laws in all former countries

where no national boundaries shall exist. The system will be on the
basis of a welfare state; those who are obedient and subservient to
the fascist dictators will be rewarded with the means to live; those who
are rebellious will simply be starved to death or be declared outlaws,
thus a target for anyone who wishes to kill them. Privately owned
firearms or weapons of any kind will be prohibited. This of course
would be a good thing if the reason was to stop the present gangster
crime wave, but it isn’t, it’s to stop people defending themselves
against the totalitarian butchers in government who see themselves
as lords of the planet.
Secret societies do not adhere to laws. Laws are made by them to
control US. Take for example the ‘Jack the Ripper’ murders, which
were incidentally a Committee 300 ‘experiment’. No one was ever
brought to justice, due to Masonic influence. There are no laws; just
‘them’ and ‘us’.
Only one religion will be allowed. Satanism, Luciferianism and
Witchcraft shall be recognised as legitimate One World Government
curricula with no private or church schools. All Christian churches
have already been corrupted. When abuse occurs the church
leadership is silent. [Freemasonry is in control. Also, how often have
we heard about paedophile priests? They pray for our forgiveness
and get moved on to another church to continue abusing. Is that
punishment? The Jehovah’s Witness hierarchy tried to cover up
large-scale child abuse perpetrated by ‘Witness’ paedos whilst the
VICTIMS were called the liars and were persecuted.] Christianity will
be a thing of the past. Look at how far away from bible teachings that
we are already. God says that homosexuality is wrong. But the
church is now liberalised and more inclusive due to the so-called
pressure of Gay campaigners [who are all part of the illuminati
spider’s web.] Now there is an acceptance of homosexual priests.
Notice the recent ‘debates’ on homosexual and lesbian acceptance in
the church. We even have a new Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan
Williams, who is a firm supporter of homosexuality and has been for
twenty years. He believes in breaking with the past and asks the
question - should church be for heterosexuals only? Jesus wept!
There will be no individual freedom or any concept of liberty. There
will be no such thing as rights residing with the people. National-pride
and racial-identity will be stamped out.

Everyone will have an identification-number clearly-marked on their
person so as to be readily-accessible, which identifying-number shall
be in the master-file of the NATO computer in Brussels, subject to
instant-retrieval by any agency of the One World Government at any
time. The master files of the police agencies, social security and other
state agencies shall be vastly expanded and form the basis of
personal-records of all individuals. Look at all the government talk
now of the gradual phasing in of National Identity cards. At first they
told us ID cards would only be voluntary; now they openly state their
intention that they will be compulsory in several years. In The
Sunday Times [July 25th 2004] was a report entitled “All children to go
on ‘Big Brother’ Computer.” It was stated: “A national database
containing confidential details about every child [under the age of 18]
in Britain is to be set up by the government. An identifying number will
be assigned to each child so that the authorities can access their
records.”
Marriage shall be outlawed and there shall be no family-life as we
know it. Children will be removed from their parents at an early age
and brought up by wards as state-property. Such an experiment was
carried out in East Germany when children were taken-away from
parents considered by the state to be disloyal citizens. Women will be
degraded.
Women will be allowed to have only two children. If she falls pregnant
again, she will be forced to have an abortion and to be sterilised too.
Forced abortions are happening now. In North Korea women in
political labour camps [the most inhumane prisons possible] are
forced to abort. They are forced to do heavy work for the whole of
their pregnancy and at full term have to endure an abortion. The baby
is born dead.
Pornography shall be promoted and be compulsory showing in
theatres and cinemas including homosexual and lesbian
pornography. Notice the recent moves to accept homosexuality in
Government, all the ‘coming out’ of ministers and politicians and the
messages of times a changing. Also the acceptance of celebrity
homosexuals, that this is somehow ‘normal’ behaviour. Notice all the
TV showings of such filth. ‘Live show’ and ‘adult-sex-entertainment’
and Lesbianism are already in the process of having an image clean
up. Notice the loosening up on gaming laws. Gambling casinos are
popping up here there and everywhere and Blackpool is becoming

another Las Vegas, complete with scantily clad dolly bird bunny girls.
The billionaire porno parasites justify the existence of the ‘sex’
industry by saying that there is a huge demand for it. Well the dirty
brain-washers would say that, wouldn’t they. No more will those who
care for this type of unbridled sexual-lust have to go to seedy pornoparlours. Instead, the upper-class clubs and places favoured by the
rich and famous will make public sexual-displays a highly “artistic”
form of entertainment. Worse, some church ‘leaders’ will recommend
it. And all the while women will be forced to smile and look radiant
and look as if they are enjoying themselves whilst their bodies are
being raped, ravaged and buggered.
These are not haphazard happenings, they are planned events, all
designed to gear us softly and smoothly into their N W O. Porn and
prostitution are amongst the biggest ‘industries’ today. They are an
attack on women and children, growing numbers of whom are
FORCED to sell their bodies or they starve, get deported, cannot get
their next fix…. Notice how in every ‘war’ [be reminded of who
manipulates ALL wars], women are raped and tortured – in every part
of her body possible. This is truly the work of the devil. It is mindblowing evil working through the thoroughly evil Secret Societies.
That pretty much explains why women are not allowed to join
Freemasonry and all the other sordid secret societies. If they were,
the dirty, despicable plan of a new world order by the grimy goldworshiping creatures who head the vulgar secret societies would
crumble in an instant. Come on ladies, let’s have NO MORE of this.
Fight back NOW. The dragon is nothing like as powerful as they want
us to believe it is.
Sexually degenerate cults are being set up by the British Crown –
working through the intelligence services. All cults operating in the
world are the product of MI6 acting for the ruling elite.
Mind-control-drugs will be expanded and usage become compulsory,
given in food and/or water-supplies without the knowledge and/or
consent for the people. Drug-bars shall be set up, run by One World
Government employees, where the slave-class shall be able to spend
their free time. In this manner the non-elite masses will be reduced to
the level and behaviour of controlled animals with no will of their own
and easily regimented and controlled. There will be no such thing as
education. Look at the state of our schools now; hence the rapidly
growing home education trend. The One World Government does

NOT WANT an educated youth.
There will be just enough foods and services to keep the mass slavelabour-camps going. All wealth will be in the hands of the ruling elite.
Each individual shall be indoctrinated to understand that he or she is
totally dependent upon the state for survival. Trial runs of life under a
dictatorship as according to the plan are taking place now in Russia.
Look what’s happening in Zimbabwe under Mugabe.
Courts of punishment and not courts of justice shall exist. [Millions of
people in the UK, USA and elsewhere already know that there is no
such thing as justice in our courts. All we have is the putrid smell of a
corrupted judiciary coming from our courtrooms; a bunch of whores in
the back room plotting our demise in secret - plundering, lying,
fabricating reports and slandering.]
Industry is to be totally destroyed [every day we hear of businesses
failing and workers dumped on the dole] along with nuclear-powered
energy-systems. Only the Committee 300 rulers will have the right to
the Earth’s resources. [They already do. Look at the fate of our
farmers. The Multinationals have control.] Agriculture shall be solely
in the hands of The Committee with food production strictly
controlled.
Euthanasia for the terminally ill and the aged shall be compulsory. No
cities shall be larger than a predetermined number.
At least four billion “useless eaters” shall be eliminated by the year
2050 by means of engineered wars, disease and starvation. Energy,
food and water shall be kept at subsistence levels for the non-elite,
starting with the White populations of Western Europe and North
America and then spreading to other races. Eventually there will be
an acceptable and manageable one billion people only on Earth. Half
of those will be Chinese and Japanese, selected because they are
people who have been regimented for centuries and who are
accustomed to obeying authority without question.
Periodically there shall be artificially contrived food and water
shortages and medical-care to remind the masses that their very
existence depends on the goodwill of The Committee of 300. By now,
the concept of liberty and justice will be so weak as to matter little.
Food and shelter will be the main concern.

After the destruction of housing, auto, steel and heavy-goodsindustries, there shall be limited housing. Industries of any kind
allowed to remain shall be under the direction of NATO’s Club of
Rome as shall all scientific and space exploration development.
All essential and non-essential pharmaceutical-products, doctors,
dentists and health-care workers will be registered in the centralcomputer data-bank and no medicine or medical-care will be
prescribed without express permission of regional-controllers
responsible for each city, town and village.
No central bank except the Bank of International Settlement and the
World Bank shall be allowed to operate. Private banks will be
outlawed. Look how they are fast disappearing with take-overs and
mergers occurring all the time. Notice how the sharks manipulating
events sweeten us up with their handouts of a couple of hundred or so
‘free’ shares to take our minds off what they are up to. Look at how
the thieving banksters of the big banks are allowed to continue
receiving their fat cat salaries and obscene bonuses, even though the
'too big to fail' banks needed a bail out from us taxpayers.
Remuneration for work-preformed shall be under a uniform
predetermined-scale throughout the One World Government. There
shall be no wage disputes allowed. Those who break the law will be
instantly executed.
There shall be no cash or coinage in the hands of the non-elite. All
transactions shall be carried out by means of a debit-card, which shall
bear the identification-number of the holder. Any person who in any
way infringes the rules and regulations of the Committee of 300 shall
have the use of his or her card suspended for varying times according
to the nature and severity of the infringement.
Such persons will find, when they go to make purchases that their
card is blacklisted and they will not be able to obtain services of any
kind. Attempts to trade ‘old’ coins shall be subject to the death
penalty. All coinage shall be required to be surrendered within a given
time along with guns, rifles, explosives and automobiles. Only the
elite and One World Government high-ranking functionaries will be
allowed private transport, weapons, coinage and cars.
If the offence is a serious one, the card will be seized at the checking
point where it is presented. Thereafter that person shall not be able to

obtain food, water, shelter and employment medical-services, and
shall be officially listed as an outlaw. Persons assisting outlaws shall
be shot. Outlaws who fail to surrender to the police or military after a
declared period of time, shall have a former family member selected
to serve prison terms in their stead.
Rival factions and groups such as Arabs and Jews and African tribes
shall have differences magnified and be allowed to wage wars-ofextermination against each other, under the eyes of NATO and UN
observers. These tactics will be used in Central and South America.
These wars of attrition shall take place BEFORE the take over of the
One World Government and shall be engineered on every continent
where large groups of people with ethnic and religious differences live,
such as the Sikhs, Muslem, Pakistanis and the Hindu Indians. Ethnic
and religious differences shall be magnified and exacerbated and
violent conflict as a means of “settling” their differences shall be
encouraged and fostered. Look what’s happening now. Every day
our TV news programmes show us images of war between opposing
religions – The Middle East conflict, the Northern Ireland conflict, India
and Pakistan fighting over Kashmir.
All information-services and print-media shall be under the control of
the One World Government. This is almost the case now. Canadian
Conrad Black owns more than two hundred newspapers and
magazines in the UK, USA, Canada and Israel. He is an elite member
of the Bilderbergers and a Trilateralist. Media mogul Rupert Murdoch
owns newspapers, magazines, and TV networks that are estimated to
have a potential audience of three billion people. That’s without his
interests in the film industry. He is now linking in with a global
telephone and communications network and has made a bid for parts
of the vast Prime Ministerial Berlusconi media empire in Italy. He is
also planning to substantially increase his media interests across
Europe. Murdoch’s strings are pulled by the same ruling elite names
who pull Conrad Black’s. These corporate cronies are the secretive
shadow Government which limits the truth we receive through the
world’s mass media. Our news is fear-based. The media are
weapons of mass distraction. Come on comrades let’s give the Media
sewer a punch on the nose, let’s not buy ANY of their gutter ‘news’
papers or gutter glossy mags. When you waste your money on any
‘news’ paper, whether it is one of the tabloids or one of the more
‘intellectual’ variety you are paying to read half a paper of ads and the
other half LIES in between the ads. [Incidentally, if you are in the

latter category then you are an even bigger fool because you are
paying more to be brainwashed!]
In the new parliamentary-system, members will not be responsible to
their constituents, but to parliamentary-whips and will vote the way
they are told to vote. This occurs now. The Constitution will vanish,
as will individual liberty. Every day we see more centralisation. The
new European constitution is now being pushed through at a rate of
knots. A thousand years of British sovereignty will be wiped out
forever. We, the British public, do not get a say in whether or not we
want to be ruled by Brussels. In our land of democracy there will be
no referendum. The ‘war on terror’ is being used as a battering ram.
Regular brainwashing-control-measures shall be passed off as
‘entertainment’ in the manner in which it is being done
now. They don’t want us to be intelligent, thinking beings; they want
us to be in a permanent zombified state, oblivious to what they’re up
to. Society is suffering moral bankruptcy now. Notice the relaxing of
gaming laws and the liberalising of licensing laws. There are no laws
now restricting the amount of bars/clubs/pubs etc and drinking
establishments will be open 24 hours a day.
Youths removed from ‘disloyal parents’ shall receive special education
designed to brutalise them. Youth of both sexes shall receive training
to qualify as prison-guards for the One World labour-camp system.
The plan of the Committee of 300 is to tame people who they consider
to be THE ENEMY.
The Committee of 300 is the ultimate secret society made up of an
untouchable ruling class, which includes our Queen Elizabeth and
other royal families of Europe. These aristocrats decided that at the
death of Queen Victoria, in order to gain world wide control, it would
be necessary for its aristocratic members to “go into business” with
the non-aristocratic but extremely powerful leaders of corporate
business on a global scale and so the doors to ultimate power were
opened to what our Queen likes to refer to as “the commoners.”
Sound far-fetched? On that basis, are you going to wait to see what
happens? It’ll be too late then to complain. Time to wake up folks.
Time to take control of your life before it’s well and truly taken care of
for you. When people realize that they can control their own lives, that
their own power exists within them rather than outside of
themselves…. then the game is over, we will have removed the

means through which the conspiracy takes place. De-link from the
herd mentality. Stop being a sheeple. Dare to be different and others
will follow.

